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Abstract—Cloud gaming is a new way of online gaming, which renders the game data on the cloud side instead of the end user’s system and is forwarded via a high-speed network. In cloud gaming, game services of cloud and services available for users on the data of game from the cloud using thin heterogeneous and anywhere. The popularity of cloud gaming has increased since the late 2000s which attract the industry and academia. Quality of Experience (QoE) domain has been added in cloud gaming architectures to assess user satisfaction, enjoyment, and needs during online gaming. In this research paper, we survey and analyze the previous cloud gaming models and architectures and offer aspects of future development; which will help to give the quality of service (QoS) according to service level agreement (SLA) and increase user satisfaction level for cloud gaming, hence, improving the overall QoE.

Index Terms—Quality of Experience (QoE); Quality of Service (QoS); Network parameters; Cloud gaming

1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays online gaming is growing in popularity on the Internet. According to a recent study and forecast [1], global Internet online gaming traffic was accounted for 126 petabytes per month in 2016 and by 2017; it is expected to reach 189 petabytes per month. The overall gaming includes casual online gaming, networked console gaming, and multiplayer virtual-world gaming. The online gaming started in the 1980s and MUD1 was the first game, which was created in 1978 and limited to an internal network before connected to ARPANET in 1980 [2]. After that commercial gaming started in the next decades and the first commercial online game was “Islands of Kesmai” and more graphical games were launched such as “MSX LINKS” actions games in 1986 [3].

In the past client, server gaming was popular among the users, rendering of graphics and games executed at user’s device, the server provided a game program and network facility for sharing the video at both
ends for multi-player scenario [4]. Client-server gaming did not satisfy the user and they faced problems because of the graphics rendering of the game required high processing and memory units [5]. Users also face device configuration issues in multi-player; one user has high-performance computing device and others have low performance, resulting in waiting and slow gaming. Users required a purchase to different game platforms; configure additional hardware which increased the cost of end-user for playing PC based and online games [6]. Price of a legal copy of the game program, the context of games and user devices for accessing and rendering of data also has an impact on the user’s QoE.

The cloud gaming has started in 1997 with the launch of Ultimate “Online” [7]. Cloud gaming technology is different from traditional online gaming because the games are rendered and processed in the cloud server and video is forwarded to end users and player required the thin client to play the games [8]. Users received the video frames from the cloud for view game video and send input data to a cloud server, as shown in the cloud gaming model is shown in figure 1. Shows the user sends commands to play the game and receives display from a cloud data center.

The user did not need more hardware because all complex rendering of games handled by cloud servers, which decrease the burden from user devices and time of processing [9]. Cloud servers offer platform independent games so the user can play the similar game using any device, anyplace in the world. Cloud servers stop users using a pirated version of games on their own devices. This supports the developer to get data associated to the game exist in cloud servers, which will be used to update the game. The developers can update the games on the cloud and changes are automatically reflected in the users. Cloud servers required the user experience to improve their services for clients who pay for games, so the QoE is used to capture the user feedback about the cloud services [10].

The definition of QoE is given by Qualinet as “Quality of Experience (QoE) is the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an application or service. It results from the fulfillment of his or her expectations with respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of the application or service in the light of the user’s personality and current state” [11]. QoE is a term used to measure a user’s level of satisfaction and enjoyment for a particular product or service [12]. QoE can be captured in two techniques, subjective QoE based on the questionnaire, interviews and scales and objective QoE based on the technical Quality of Service (QoS) data and objective human factors which are related to the human physiological and cognitive system [13]. QoE is measured in the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) which is scored by users subjectively.
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The paper addresses the topic of QoE in cloud gaming architectures, background of QoE and its involvement in cloud gaming to assess the end user’s satisfaction and enjoyment level.

This provides a review of both objective and subjective QoE measuring procedures for cloud gaming and frameworks, such as framework analysis and comparison. Restriction of past work and difficulties of future work additionally examined.

Further, we distinguish and talk about a lot of open issues yet to be tended to, for precise estimation of QoE in cloud gaming. This work will help us in identifying the main QoS parameters in cloud gaming and developing QoE enabled cloud gaming platform.

The rest of the paper prepared in five sections. In section II we give previous cloud gaming QoE provision architectures, section III is based on the consideration of QoE provision in Cloud gaming. Section IV provides open issues for future research and finally, in section V we conclude the work.

2 OVERVIEW CLOUD GAMING ARCHITECTURES WITH DIFFERENT APPROACHES

QoE domain has been merged in cloud gaming architectures to get feedback from users about their satisfaction level and needs. Cloud computing provides three layers, such as software-as-a-service (SaaS), platform-as-a-service (PaaS) and infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS). Gaming-as-a-service (GaaS) was introduced by developers to offer online gaming as a service to end users. GaaS allow rendering of game data at the cloud side and send results to end users via the high-speed Internet to remote locations [14, 15]. Cloud computing make gaming easy for end users and they can play without having their own high-performance computing system and licensed software, the user only required a network connection, display LCD and controlling the keyboard. Cloud gaming is popular due to the development of gaming platforms such as AppStream [16], StreamMyGame and GamingAny-Where. Slow Internet speed is an issue for playing cloud gaming, cloud supports low frames per second (FPS) gaming [17, 18], which decreases the QoE of the game players. HD gaming requires high bandwidth for sending data from cloud to end user, but unfortunately, the dynamic nature of network traffic and limited network bandwidth is a problem. Several researchers provided a solution to achieve gaming with good QoE of users by considering network bandwidth in architecture development [19, 20, 21].

Cloud gaming architectures were developed with different approaches such as local rendering and remote rendering models [22, 23, 38], QoE based models and video quality adjusting models. Remote rendering models provide the facility to play games without high processing hardware. The server collects instructions from users and sends to the cloud for game rendering where actions and rendering performed on the actions of users. Rendered data of a game is sent via the network from cloud to end users; in this scenario, the network bottleneck is a problem to play conventional gaming for end users [23].

Cloud gaming architecture and platforms are developed with different tactics to split the task between clients and cloud servers. Few platforms support streaming graphics from cloud servers to clients and graphics rendered at client’s GPU [24, 25]. In these types of platforms, the client requires powerful GPU to process the high-quality game scene in real time, which is not good for limited resources devices such as mobile devices and set-top boxes. Platforms support post rendering operations less part is rendered at
the client side and the rest of 3D rendered is done at the cloud side [26, 27]. Client rendered includes lights, augmenting and texture as post rendering operations. These approaches to game platforms increased the development cost of the game and complicate the development of the game. In video streaming architectures of games, cloud rendered the game scene and stream video to the client [20, 28]. Video streaming approach is lighter weight compared to the other approaches of game architectures because in this approach client only decode and display videos which need low resources, support heterogeneous devices, easier to make and requires the smallest augmentations on game code.

Main commercial video streaming cloud gaming platforms are the GaiKai [29], Ubitus [30] and OnLive [31]. GamingAnyWhere is open, cross-platform, efficient and modularized. GamingAnyWhere has influenced many research projects on cloud gaming, such as GPU consolidation [32], e-learning applications [33] and cloud resource allocation [34].

3 CLOUD GAMING QOE PROVISION ARCHITECTURES

The delivery of cloud gaming services with QoS according to user’s QoE requires the support of architectures, applications, and protocols so that game users can use cloud gaming services ubiquitously: anytime and anywhere [35, 36]. Cloud gaming communication needs to meet the requirements, such as high bandwidth network, low packet delay and loss, low error rate, the acceptable frame rate of video and very small delay variance [37]. QoE based architectures and models for cloud gaming were proposed by researchers by considering different parameter such as video rate, multiplayer platform performance, bandwidth, virtual machine placement, etc. for assessment of end-user QoE.

This section covers the analysis of video streaming based and network based approaches for cloud gaming.

3.1 Analysis of video streaming based approaches for cloud gaming

The recent researches compress the video without compromising the quality of video and give QoS according to the network bandwidth and latency. One such work provided by Sun and Wu [41] and a new bit allocation scheme is proposed on the MB layer based on ROI (Region of Interest) for improving bandwidth efficiency. ROI is a particular area of interest where the user focuses during playing the game, in car racing gaming track, dashboard and ranking is ROI, but the background is not-ROI. The scheme is based on reducing bits of non ROI using a proposed algorithm and forward to game users. In the proposed scheme ROI and importance of value are identical because the user may be interested in object more than ROI and that object may not be in the region of the screen. Important values of the object are detected and assigned to the graphics processor and ROI values of every pixel can be generated along with the original rendered picture. After that rate control (RC) module will use produced ROI map to implement ROI-based rate control. Objective QoE based method is also proposed with rate control scheme by using integrated mean squared error (IMSE) because peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is not suitable to measure the performance of ROI-based image. This approach is better to compress trivial areas of the frame and manage the bit rate for slow networks, but compressing scheme will not know ROI of the particular user because every user has different interests in playing the same game. This approach will not improve the overall QoE of game users.
Cloud gaming experience was analyzed Hong et al. by extending GamingAnywhere (GA) platform in four sections such as servers, clients, portals and a manager [44]. Crowdsourcing system was built on the GA and subjective ratings of users were collected by using online questionnaire on different games such as (Batman, FGPX, CoD) having different frame rates (10, 20, 30 fps) and bitrate (0.5, 1, 2 Mbps). Results show that higher bit rate with a fixed frame rate provides higher MOS, the significance of sharing bandwidth among the game users. During the experiments, researchers got several new findings such as high frame rate make games more responsive and provide higher interactivity, but high frame rates video required more frames to encode this cause’s lower graphics quality. When bitrate rate is low (0.5 MB/s) and the frame rate is high then overall MOS was low, but the frame rate is high and bitrate (2 MB/s) is also high then MOS is high so the high frame rate is not acceptable because it also causes low graphics quality. Two algorithms were proposed to adopt the video rate in dynamic networks. Analytical results show that algorithms run in polynomial time and achieve ideal adaptation. Simulation results fulfill according to analysis and proposed algorithms achieve users required optimization criteria, can be scaled more for 8000 gamers for problem solutions; outperform the baseline algorithms by up to 46% and 30%. The author provides new findings during the experiments and analytical results of the algorithm were presented with no real-time implementation and simulations results.

End-to-End (E2E) lag in video games models was presented by Metzger et al. [45] for online and cloud variants. The lag model is given for collecting Quality of Experience (QoE), particularly for video games. The lag model notifies time passed between a player input event keystroke or mouse movement and effect on the display event in the local display. E2E Lag depends on the video codec delay for cloud games, the frame rate and server tickrate, processing time, network delay and command rate, which is shown in figure 2.
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The model is simulated using Discrete Event Simulation (DES), showing the dominant influence of the game frame rate on the E2E lag, particularly for low frame rates. This model explains the lag of different type of games and is important for the design of game QoE assessment.

### 3.2. Analysis of Network based approaches for cloud gaming

An Open Cloud Gaming System, GamingAnywhere-where was given by Huang et al [38]. The proposed gaming system GamingAnywhere is efficient and provides high responsiveness and video quality as compared to the earlier gaming systems such as OnLive and StreamMyGame. The GamingAnywhere system is available for Windows and Linux and OS X, but it does not support Android and iOS. The
system can support PC based and online games to play via thin clients. This gaming system is extensible so the developer can replace video codecs and network protocols and extend furthermore according to game users. The portable feature provides the facility to the user can use wireless network and client using different operating systems and configuration made easier to use proposed Gaming/AnyWhere system for gaming or online video streaming with diverse parameters. The text-based configuration files also available for the user, so they can change parameters for best combinations, which fit their system according to usage scenario. This platform is openly available for developer and researcher to develop further and implement in a real-time cloud environment for community and commercial based gaming.

Network speed is a major issue in the delivery of video data of game in GamingAnywhere although it reduces the network delay compare to previous cloud gaming architectures, so avoiding network speed issue new Cloudfog lightweight system is proposed [39]. In this proposed gaming system, supernodes are used as a fog-based concept in the middle between the cloud and end users. Cloud processing will rendering game graphics and overall computing of the virtual world's new state and updating to supernodes and connecting each user to nearby game data supernodes. The user did not have a fast network link to connect with cloud and received a virtual world update and rendered game and cloud videos that did not forward the whole video of game to long-distance users. This method provisions high QoE on slow networks and shortens the reply time, upsurge user coverage and decrease network price. The Cloudfog was compared with GamingAnywhere: [38] and EdgeCloud [40] models and it provide better QoS for a game without a long delay. In CloudFog customers are really close to supernodes, so customer received videos from near supernodes in its place of long distance servers.

The majority of research work has been done on the network bandwidth consumption and video frame rate because game video broadcasted to users at 60fps and limited network bandwidth does not support smooth video delivery to end users [39, 41, 42, 43]. High video quality and low network bandwidth cause delay packet delivery at end users from the cloud, so the wait time, buffering and delay input actions from user degrade the user experience.

The network is also important for playing cloud gaming, which is a bridge between the client and the cloud server for data transfer. Network traffic is dynamic so difficult for the high data rate to receive every time due to peak usage of the network [46].

The influence of network factors like packet delay and loss were analyzed by different researchers. Jarschel et al. [47] measured subjective QoE to examine the impact of the loss and delay of the network taking part in cloud gaming on the consumer experience. Three games had been chosen Pro Evolution Soccer for the omnipresent point of view (slow-pace gameplay), Final Fantasy XIII for the 3rd person point of view (medium-paced gameplay) and Gran Turismo HD Concept for the 1st person perspective (fast-paced gameplay). The reason of choosing a variety of three video games was to supply participant extra picks to repeat tests and give scores for the video games on the unique network loss and delay from the cloud to client and consumer to cloud server ongoing traffic. Network traffic was disturbed by used NetEm emulator, which was part of test-bed and middle between cloud gaming server and the end user. The results founded on the 79 test runs, 790 users assigned MOS for cloud gaming. The MOS esteem from fluctuate from game to game; moderate moving game (video contents) improves client appraisals than the quick moving substance game and medium speed moving substance game get reasonable evaluations. The effect of packet loss and delay on cloud gaming is like its impact on
traditional gaming. The system delay (bi-directional) was expanded then client MOS esteems were diminished in light of the fact that clients hang tight for a response in the game based on their response. Players of quick diversions acknowledge the high loss when contrasted with high delay in light of the fact that for player's achievement in the game, it is extremely solid to respond rapidly. Amid the review, just 15% of clients were eager to pay a month to month charge for business cloud gaming if the QoS is given to them.

The other subjective QoE assessment of In-home streaming of online gaming was done by Slivar et al [48] on (World of Warcraft) game by using Gam-inganywhere platform. The research was based on the QoE degradation of the different networks for traditional online gaming and In-home gaming. The results show the packet loss and delay have a major impact on the gaming QoE and packet loss parameter have more influence on the QoE as compared to the packet delay. Transferring from traditional online gaming (client-server) to solely cloud gaming degrades the QoE of the game player due to network QoS. This may result in the inexperienced player to not play the game in the degraded network condition as compared to inexperienced players. User feedback proof that in-home gaming is possible if better video quality is guaranteed during the streaming.

Considering the network bandwidth issue in cloud gaming, a new game architecture was proposed by Muhammad et al. [8]. The model is based on a cloud-end and client-end; it consumes low bandwidth as compared to typical remote rendering cloud models. This model based on the communication of cloud and client end is different from typical cloud model to send rendered frame results to the client, but it will send/receive a number of commands that will allow a game to be played at user side for a short period. The brick breaking game is used to simulate the proposed model with a mixture of Amazon Elastic Computing (EC2) and Relational Database (RDS) instances. Client input is gathered for various situations through subjective examinations and the exhibition is worthy. Game players advised proposed gaming architecture produces only 1kbs data per user. This model is good for cloud gaming slow speed networks for short time period, but also the drawback of this model is that it does not support continued gaming for a long time.

4. QUALITATIVE/QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF THE FEATURES AND PERFORMANCE OF THE CLOUD GAMING ARCHITECTURES.

In this section a relative study of the current QoE based cloud gaming frameworks and architectures as far as different qualities, for example, arrangement factors, examination support, revealing and kinds of QoE support as given in Table 1. Deployment parameter is the core parameter of cloud gaming architectures. Mostly developed architectures support quantitative analysis of data although their parameters differ from each other. Cloudlet [41] use the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) parameter to assess the QoE and performance of architectures by collecting objective QoE but did not support reporting function the QoE degradation. Adaptive cloud [44] uses subjective QoE assessment of video quality of games on different bitrate and codecs. This architecture also supports the quantitative analysis of data without reporting function. E2E [45] calculate the round trip time (RTT) of packets and subjective QoE assessment of video quality with the quantitative support of data analysis. Jarschel [47], Empirical QoE [48] and friendly cloud gaming used NQoS/AQoS parameters to assess the QoE of games and uses subjective QoE to assessment for performance measurement.
Limitations of previous cloud gaming architectures mean that the analysis of user-submitted QoE, whether it is positive or negative and cloud services cannot follow according to user preferences. All architectures mentioned in Table I. use subjective or objective QoE and no such architectures used both types of QoE monitoring to capture accurate feedback of game users. Previous architectures also did not contain reporting tools which send alert administrator as well as to end user on service degradation.

5. CONSIDERATIONS OF QOE PROVISION IN CLOUD GAMING

Analysis of previous video and network-based architectures shows that still, cloud gaming architectures has limited scope to provide QoS to end user according to QoE and improve the service delivery. Following parameters will be in consideration in the future during the development of cloud gaming models and architectures.
5.1. Design of QoE capture

Subjective or objective QoE is considered for video quality and network traffic in cloud gaming but still, both QoE features are required to add in cloud gaming architectures. Agent-based technology is also used in the future development of cloud gaming architectures to collect objective QoE/QoS data of internal cloud environment, the network between cloud and user and client device monitoring [49]. Objective QoE/QoS data will support cloud management to capture technical data and compare that to submitted subjective QoE of end users. Analysis of subjective and objective data will give results to capture whether the user submitted correct QoE or negative feedback of the services [50]. The results will also be compared to current SLA applied for the user and it will make sure that the user gets service according to SLA or cloud breaches the SLA. If the cloud does not offer services according to SLA, then compensation will be provided to users. Objective QoE from metrics such as PSNR and MSE has been used in literature. Subjective QoE is mainly captured by MOS.

5.2. Technical parameters

Technical factors such as bitrate or data rate, frame rate, throughput, packet loss, and delay are the parameters that have an impact on the QoE of the user for cloud gaming.

- Bitrate or data rate: Bitrate describes that rate at which bits are conveyed from cloud to end user [51, 52]. Bitrate or data rate used for the measurement of the amount of data is transmitted or processed in per unit time from one end of the network to another end [53, 54]. Bitrate can affect the delivery of game data if a huge amount of data is transferred from the cloud at a low bitrate to the end user [55, 56, 57]. Bitrate or data rate is considered an important factor in QoS delivery in cloud gaming [58, 59, 60].

- Frame Rate: This describes the number of sequence images on per seconds in the video to give the illusion of movement, which will be displayed on end user’s screen transferred from cloud gaming [61, 62, 63]. Different frame rate scheme having different frame rates such as NTSC standard (used in the US and Japan) uses 29.97fps, while PAL (common in Europe and some parts of Asia) uses 25fps but video games often need 60fps to support smoothness [64, 65, 66]. Higher frame rate provides better smoothness in video quality but requires more bandwidth to transfer data from cloud to end user, so the frame rate is adjusted according to network conditions in client-server and cloud computing environment [67, 68].

- Throughput: The amount of data per flow in a network is known for its throughput [69]. Throughput is a measure of how many bits of data are transferred in a network system in a given amount of time [70, 71]. It is utilized in a broad range such as CPU of computer process amount of data transferred via memory and performance of the operating system and network systems such as ad hoc or mobile networks, whose capacity grows with network size or decreases which introduce the limitation of radio spectrum [72].

- Network (Packet loss and Delay): Packet loss and packet delay are the network traffic parameters which affects the transfer of game data from cloud to end users [73, 74]. In packet loss situation information packet is destroyed and never recoverable [75, 76]. Sometimes packets containing input action information is lost when the user will lose a game from another opponent in a multiplayer situation, which highly affects the user experience [77, 78 79]. Information packet arrived after a delay to the game user and late sent input packet to cloud cause unconventional
gaming [80, 81]. Packet loss and delay impact highly on a multiplayer game situation where one user has a fast and good network, so user sends/receive data fast from cloud game station to input their action response to compete and receive a video of the game for quick efficient gaming [82, 83, 84]. Other users have low speed and high traffic network then the user will wait for send/receive data from the cloud game station for input and output [85].

5.3. Heterogeneity

Clouds infrastructures are mostly homogenous and composed of large machines of the same type and centrally managed for users to offer three types of services such as Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [86, 87, 88]. As the size of the cloud increases the different type of hardware are added to give more resources [89]. The adoption of heterogeneous resources will dramatically increase the complexity of an already complex cloud ecosystem [90, 91]. The future gaming model supports the cloud heterogeneous device and uses the available resource for faster rendering of graphics and forward to game users [92, 93, 94].

5.4. Mobility Management

The network layer is also important for the future development of cloud gaming architectures because it efficiently exchanges data between the cloud and mobile users [95, 96]. Nowadays mostly mobile users playing games via cellular networks by using 3/4G services and their location is changed due to mobility so data offloading, signal weakness and handoff disturb the cloud gaming for players [97, 98, 99]. Automatic switching among the different network feature will be added for mobile users if high-speed wireless networks are available the switch from the cellular network to a wireless network without disturbing the game player will be easier [100].

6. OPEN ISSUES

QoE is a major factor for investigation of QoS of cloud gaming since client fulfillment of game players is significant for the nature of game conveyance from the organization [101, 102]. Table 2 captures the main QoS factors the impact on the QoE of cloud gaming in terms of application level, network level, and service level. The research work was finished by utilizing the many games in various system situations where client experience was estimated by packet delay and loss. Quick games have low client evaluations and moderate games have high MOS since quick games need a snappy reaction from the player, yet low bidirectional system speed needs to impact on quick games [103]. Cloud computing gives the facility of the quick rendering of game graphics, but multiplayer and single player requires display and control to play however, the low-speed network is an issue for cloud gaming [104]. Long distance of cloud from the end user is a major issue in QoS delivery of gaming services and affects the QoE users [105]. Packet delay is also increased and user received game data late as compare to nearby location client [106].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application level QoS</th>
<th>Network level QoS</th>
<th>Service level QoS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame rate</td>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitrate</td>
<td>Packet loss</td>
<td>device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Jitter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the future addition of speculation-based technology will further improve the delay performance based on the user inputs and past gaming events. The game frame rate will diminish for better gaming from service providers and furthermore customization as indicated by network conditions [107, 108]. Cloud management is significant for the commercial gaming service provider to ensure QoS to end users according to SLA where QoE of end users remain acceptable [109, 110, 111]. Adding features of subjective and objective QoE/QoS will help for proper and accurate management of QoE, which is essential to measure service according to SLA and future development [112, 113, 114]. Cloud and network-based framework development for con-trolling QoE in the runtime environment and QoE optimization are essential in cloud gaming [115, 116, 117].

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we reviewed the QoS factors that affect the QoE of cloud gaming. We found that QoS factors such as bitrate or data rate, frame rate, throughput, packet loss, and delay are the parameters that impact on the QoE of the user for cloud gaming. We further provide review and analysis of the previous cloud gaming architectures and models based on the QoE of video and network parameters. QoE definitions of the key concept and background and types of QoE (subjective and objective), study and contextualize utilization for future development has also been presented such as (i) design for QoE capture (ii) heterogeneity (iii) mobility and challenges and future directions, which leads the researcher to the development of better cloud gaming architectures.
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